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The Complete Book of United States History teaches children in grades 3 to 5 important skills in
U.S. History.In this 352 page workbook children complete a variety of exercises, covering pre-
United States history with the native peoples of the American continent to present day. Including
a complete answer key this workbook features a user-friendly format perfect for browsing,
research, and review.Over 4 million in print! The best-selling Complete Book series offers a full
complement of instruction, activities, and information about a single topic or subject area.
Containing over 30 titles and encompassing preschool to grade 8 this series helps children
succeed in every subject area!

"YogaKids is an excellent yoga primer for children."About the AuthorMarsha Wenig, R.Y.T.,
creator of YogaKids(R), is a certified yoga instructor and a "Yoga for the Special Child" graduate.
As an expert in the field of yoga for children, she has written widely on the subject for Yoga
Journal, Fitness, Parent Guide, and other publications. She is the cofounder and director, with
her husband, Don Wenig, of YogaKids(R) International and Dancing Feet Yoga Center in
Michigan City, Indiana.
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Everything You Need to Ace World History in One Big Fat Notebook: The Complete Middle
School Study Guide (Big Fat Notebooks) The Complete Book of American Facts and Games



Joshua Garfinkle, “Better than most but still needs a little work.. What I liked about this book is
that it goes into areas that most US History books ignore or gloss over. What I understand about
this book is that it must have a limited number of pages, and because of that it never really goes
into detail about any period or event. Most periods or events are covered in 2 pages or less. It
also requires a parent or educator to explain things. I say that because it breaks the Civil War or
Revolutionary War, etc. into small bits and pieces. It may focus on a bill and then a battle, but
never gives an overall synopsis of the event to tie it all together. The bite sized nuggets are great
for maintaining interest among teens and hitting on oft ignored topics, but a summary or
overview is still required. My child left this book knowing lots of neat facts, but unable to give
summaries of the events leading up to, during or after key historical events in our history.”

Brandi Yvonne, “Excellent material for teaching history. The Complete book of United States
History has been an excellent resource in our Homeschool. I have used it 2 years in a row along
with other grade appropriate materials, though others are not really needed. This book covers a
lot of important historical events and is set up like a regular school issued text book. I plan on
using it AGAIN this year and repetition works well in helping my child retain knowledge.”

Wendy L. Park, “Great seller. Book arrived in perfect condition. Thank you!”

C. Appel, “second time we've used this in 5 years. When I had to homeschool my son for 4th
grade, we used this book. He is autistic and assignments had to be shortened for him. The one
page reads with the one page worksheet was perfect for him.He's now in high school and will be
doing American History again for 10th grade next year. He's back in public schools, but this
summer we will be focusing on preparing him for what his classes will be next year.That's the
great thing about History, while in school and even in college, you relearn the same stuff over
and over, and it's always relevant.So for this summer this being paired with the old Liberty Kids
cartoons and computer game will be very helpful in familiarizing him to subject matters he'll be
studying in his 10th grade American History class in August.I'm fine with purchasing the
workbook yet again. Don't know of any others out there.”

J. Cannon, “inadequate.. This book is barely adequate for an average 5th grader. I don't
recommend it. I bought it for my 6th grader (last year). I had to cross out the assignments in the
back of each lesson and insert my own lessons (extra research and writings on the
topics).Maybe this could be ok for a summer program (something in between, but not for a
school year program). It's just not sufficient enough.I'm grateful that I bought mine used and
didn't pay full price.I don't recommend this for a homeschool child- unless you just want it for
"ideas" for topics.”



Eneida Fernandez, “Amazing!. Love love love! I've was looking for a history book I can use as a
spine for my 2nd grader. We are doing US history and wanted something to follow to lay the
foundation work. And this book is just perfect, not to mention the pictures and colors are just
beautiful. Super excited to start teaching from it”

Rebecca, “Makes learning fun. I purchased this book for my son to work on during school
vacations. It's a fun activity book so he finds it entertaining and less like schoolwork.The texts
are well-written and in large print which makes reading easy. All are accompanied with
illustrations and extras, like fact boxes and small lessons such as how to properly fold an
American flag. Each text has a "show what you know" exercise to test knowledge of what has
been read. Also includes a map of the United States and a list of all presidents up to George W.
Bush.”

The book by Marsha Wenig has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 170 people have provided feedback.
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